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Week 2

Shoot: Phonation and resonance

People have to talk about something just

to keep their voice boxes in working order so

they'll have good voice boxes in case there's

ever anything really meaningful to say.

Kurt Vonnegut - Writer

Sprouting and growing your voice

At the age of eight I promised myself I would

perform like Laurika Rauch.

When I was growing up there were Carike

Keuzenkamp and Laurika Rauch – two famous

Afrikaans singers who topped the charts, but had

very different styles. Both sang folk songs, ballads

and other light music, but the effect their music had

on me was very different.
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Carike Keuzenkamp was more popular, happy
and bubbly. Even when she sang songs about
longing and heartbreak the music would come
across with a smile and a bob. It felt to me like she
was singing at me, trying to make me dance, or at
least make me sway. Of course, her music was
contagious.

Laurika Rauch had a completely different effect.
She seemed to pull you into the music unveiling her
soul. When she sang a happy song, it was with
tenderness and insight. When she sang a sad ballad,
she could make you weep. Carike threw the music
at me, Laurika drew me into the music and into her
soul.

I wanted to use my voice like Laurika to invite
an audience into my soul and to envelop them with
my message. I wanted to come across intimate and
authentic even when I was excited and wanting to
inspire.

In speech-and-drama class I discovered that you
could do that with a voice that resonates in your
chest cavity rather than in your mouth and nasal
cavities. A chest voice is richer and more responsive
to mood than a head voice. But for the chest notes
to fully reach the ears of the audience, your throat
must be open and relaxed so the sound isn’t trapped
there.
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If you imagine the full resonating sound as the
trunk or your tree growing thick and strong out of
your diaphragm and up through your torso, you
can see how open and relaxed your throat must be
to let this powerful trunk grow through it.

I've decided to discontinue my long talks.
It's because of my throat. Someone
threatened to cut it.

Unknown

Objectives

• to open and relax your throat for a good initial
sound

• to resonate your voice to create a rich, inviting
tone

Questions to stir your thinking

• How do you want your voice to sound?

• What happens to your voice when you are
nervous?

• What are the qualities of a voice that is
difficult to listen too?

• What happens to your own voice when you try
to make it richer or bigger?

• Where does your voice resonate?
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Exercises

Phonation

Exercise 1: Relaxing your throat

1. Stretch and yawn loudly, twice. Feel your
throat release.

2. Now yawn with your mouth closed. This is a
very good exercise to do just before public
speaking.

Exercise 2: Releasing the first note

1. Become aware of your throat and the root of
your tongue and the back of your throat. Notice
and release the tension that gathers there.

2. Say the following with the first 'k' tensed and
the second k relaxed as demonstrated. Repeat
four times: 'kakhulu – kakhulu – kakhulu –
kakhulu'

3. Say the following as indicated three times
each:

'kekeke' (with tongue and soft palate tensed up)

'khekhekhe' (tongue and soft palate dropped)

'kekeke' (tense) '– khekhekhe' (relaxed) '– ah'
(dropped open)
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'khekhekhe' (relaxed) '– ah'

'khekhekhe' (relaxed) '– ay'

'khekhekhe' (relaxed) '– ai'

4. Sing the vowels 'ah', 'ay' and 'ai' strongly from
the diaphragm without straining.

Resonance

Exercise 3: Dropping your voice into your chest

1. Beat your chest like a guerrilla while making
a humming sound. Intone the vowels ah, ay and
ai while beating all the muscles between your
ribs.

2. Stand on your hands and knees and pant like
a dog making sure the diaphragm is working
hard. Pant four times.

3. Change the breath to a vocal sound: 'huh –
huh – huh – huh.'

4. Now alternate between a pant without voice
and one with voice: (pant) – 'huh' – (pant) –
'huh' (pant) – 'huh' – (pant) – 'huh'.

5. Repeat the sequence:

(pant) – (pant) – (pant) – (pant)

'huh – huh – huh – huh'
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(pant) – 'huh' – (pant) – 'huh' – (pant) – 'huh' –
(pant) – 'huh'

6. Now turn the same amount of breath and
energy into a sustained moo sound. Moo deeply
like a cow making sure the sound is supported
by your diaphragm. Use the same power, but in
a much more controlled way. Allow the sound
to resonate through your chest.

'moooo' (x3)

Exercise 4: The windmill

1. Stand up straight with your feet a little apart.
Breathe in and lift your arms above your head.

2. Turn to the right and swing down allowing
the breath to rush out in doing so.

3. Breathe in as you come back up on the other
side. Do this four times – in and out –
alternating the direction of the swing. If you get
confused, it will help to follow the audio track.

4. Repeat, but this time intone the vowels ay and
ai, alternating them on each out breath.

Repeat twice.
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Exercise 5: Vowel sounds

1. Stand upright in perfect posture, and establish
correct breathing.

2. Pushing with your diaphragm, make four
short panting noises:

(pant) – (pant) – (pant) –(pant)

3. Change the breath gradually into sound:

(pant) – (pant) – (pant) – (pant)

'huh – huh – huh – huh' (x2)

'ah'

4. Make the five vowel sounds of the alphabet.
Between sounds, breathe in. Maintain
diaphragm support.

(breathe in) 'ay' (breathe), 'ee' (breathe), 'ai'
(breathe), 'oh' (breathe), 'ooh'

5. Repeat the vowels, this time placing a m
sound before each. Make sure that the 'm'
vibrates on the ‘mask’ of your face before
releasing the vowel.

(breathe in) 'may' (breathe), 'me' (breathe), 'mai'
(breathe), 'moh' (breathe), 'mooh'
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Why relax your throat and open your chest?

Phonation

High quality starting sound

The quality of the first sound that comes out as
you begin to speak defines your voice for the rest of
a word or phrase. Tension in your throat and,
therefore, vocal cords affects the initial pitch of
your voice, causing it to be higher and thinner than
what you want. An open relaxed throat is therefore
very important for a comfortable and inviting
starting tone. The art of getting the initial quality of
your voice right is called phonation.

May the 'Lord of the speech' make our
voice sweet and soft. We should always be
soft spoken.

Ayurveda – Hindu text

Resonance

Rich, inviting tone

Once you have initiated a good sound, it needs
to be amplified to carry beyond your body into the
room. Amplification must increase both the volume
and the fullness of the sound to make sure it
remains easy and engaging to listen to. Your chest
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cavity is the most important resonating chamber for
your voice and needs to be as open and relaxed as
possible. Tight chest muscles will cause a tight-
sounding voice. Volume works predominantly
through the vowel sounds and nasal consonants (m,
n, ng). This is because such sounds can resonate
powerfully in the chest cavity and produce full,
beautiful notes. Exercises help the breath to support
the relaxed amplification of sound.

Expressiveness and interest

Good resonance also produces a rich vocal
sound that can be molded to make meaning. A
thinner, more rigid voice cannot do this. This is
very important for creating interest, variation and
expressiveness in your voice. It means that your
audience can listen to you for longer periods of
time without getting bored. They remain engaged
in what you are saying rather than getting lulled
asleep, or annoyed by a flat, thin tone.

Think again of the full resonating sound as the
trunk of your tree growing thick and strong out of
your diaphragm and up through your torso. Your
throat must be open and relaxed to let this trunk
grow through it.
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A relaxed throat and an open
chest is vital for creating a
strong, warm inviting and

confident voice.
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